Layered Necklace

You will need:
- (1) Clasp
- (66) Jump ring
- (22) Leaf Charms
- (19) 20mm Coin Component
- (11) 15mm Coin Component
- (19) Dangle Bead Component
- (1) 19” 7x9mm Oval Chain
- (1) 15” Infinity Chain
- (1) 13” Lantern Chain
- (1) 8” Twist Chain
- (1) 17” 6x8mm Oval Chain

1. Take the 7x9mm Oval chain and cut into two pieces (1-8 ½” and 1-9 ¼”). Using a jump ring connect one side of each chain then to the first hole of the triangle connector. Do this on both sides. (see above iamge)

2. On the 2nd chain layer (7” 7x9mm Oval) connect the (11) 15mm coin charms with the jump rings.

3. For the 3rd chain layer cut (2-1 ¾” of 6x8mm Oval chain and 1-7 ½” of Twist chain). Using a jump ring connect one piece of the 1 ¾” 6x8mm Oval chain to the 2nd hole on the triangle connector, then connect the twist chain to the smaller chain using a jump ring. String (19) 20mm round component on the twist chain then connect the other 1 ¾” chain piece. Finish by connecting the other end of the 1 ¾” chain to the other triangle connector. Now connect the (19) 20mm coin charms the beads using jump rings.

4. Take the Lantern chain and connect it to the 3rd hole on the triangle connector with a jump ring. Connect both sides as pictured above.

5. Take the Infinity chain and connect it to the 4th hole on the triangle connector with a jump ring. Connect both sides as pictured. Now connect (22) leaf charms to the infinity chain on every other link using the jump rings. To finish cut (2 – 5 ¾ “ of 6x8mm Oval Chain) and connect one on each side of the top ring to the triangle connectors and add the clasp.

Enjoy!